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Smart Building –

Added Value Using Established Building Technology
Ask your customers: how can their buildings get smarter?
Don’t explain what’s possible - instead, share what makes the most sense.
Comfort, safety, and energy efficiency are the standards that a smart
building needs to satisfy today – proven building technology from WAGO
can provide the foundation. Learn about our solutions and convince
your clients to move forward.
Knowing What’s Possible!
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EDITORIAL
INCREASED FOCUS
ON THE USER
Dear reader,
What does ‘smart’ actually mean? The German
Electrical and Electronic Manufacturer’s Association (ZVEI) has a definition: A “smart building”
describes the automation and central operation
of technical equipment in functional buildings,
like office buildings, airports, shopping malls, or
manufacturing halls. However, many points remain
vague. In particular, we encounter many questions
in practice – and there is not yet an answer to all
of them. The digital transition has also been introduced into buildings – with the goals of providing
added value to users and operators, offering optimal environments, and flexibly adapting to their
requirements at all times.
In short: People are the focus of modern buildings.
Therefore, it is even more important to include the
building operator in all project planning from the
outset. In some projects, the interplay between
actors functions commendably. For example, a
new office and administrative building, offering the
highest degree of flexibility in room automation,
was constructed at the Stuttgart airport in close
collaboration with the airport operator (page 26).
Elsewhere, skilled trades are cooperating to
dovetail their capabilities and to prevent lost time
(page 6).

However, true interdisciplinary interactions by the
participants is not generally the case. Even though
technical planners and the various trades are often
encountered at the same time on construction
sites, they rarely cooperate with one another.
The new VDI 3814 Guideline could change that.
Thomas Müller, the Deputy CEO of the VDMA
Federal Association of Automation + Management
for Houses + Buildings, contributed to the current
revisions and predicts auspicious changes (page
10). They integrate most of the VDI guidelines
created for building automation, and additionally
expand important sections for planners and those
carrying out the work. The new guidelines could be
considered a type of compendium for integrated
labor.
In addition, VDI 3814 could promote “Building
Information Modeling” (BIM). BIM is a digital representation of the physical and functional characteristics of a building – a virtual digital twin – which
all participants have communally generated, and
which can also be used by everyone as a source
of information across the entire life cycle of a
building. Is BIM the key to integrated collaboration
and the smart building? Read the opinion of our
experts about this (page 20).
Best regards,
Martin Hardenfels
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A smart building is characterized by the intelligent
use of technologies that also provide added value
in addition to optimal living and working conditions. To achieve this, the building automation
needs to encompass all building systems with
open-source and flexible products and solutions,
and to link all participants from the outset, including the operators. VDI Guideline 3814, which
is currently being revised, may promote this
interaction, as it integrates most VDI guidelines
relating to building automation and describes
other important topics for planners and those
carrying out the work. It could also pave the way
for “Building Information Modeling” (BIM). BIM
describes a new method for actors and trades to
integrate their work – and may prove to be a key
for smart buildings.
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An essential goal of Hans
Gerhardus (left) and Christoph Schlate from Pitthan
Elektrotechnik is creating
added value for the customer
by saving time at the construction site.

APPLICATIONS | SETTING THE PACE AT THE CONSTRUCTION SITE

Electrical systems

SETTING THE PACE AT
THE CONSTRUCTION SITE
Builders increasingly rely on modular buildings
because they can create new rooms quickly and
easily. Pitthan Elektrotechnik is adding additional acceleration to the construction process:
By using WINSTA® from WAGO, they can prepare the electrical installations in an installation-ready state.

Modern building solutions are modular and consist of individual room units that are assembled
into smart constructs on site in a short amount
of time. The unit structure may be temporary or
permanent. “Traditional, solid timber construction
designed for permanent use is becoming less
desirable for building owners and investors,”
according to the federal association of builders.
Flexible properties represent the next major
trend and simultaneously prove that digital living
and working environments have gained a foothold in the construction industry.
While the concept of container buildings seems
less appealing at first glance, in reality, the buildings present very appealing architectural lines.
“You simply can’t tell that most buildings are
constructed from containers,” states Christoph
Schlate, CEO of Pitthan GmbH.
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Modular Construction Saves Time

The advantages of standardized room modules,
which are later combined to form buildings in an
orthogonal grid, appear primarily in the enormous
time savings during construction. According
to Schlate’s experience, a mere six months is
the average time from the start of construction
to handing over the keys. This speed allows
construction managers to react more quickly to
changing requirements for the space. In addition,
this shortens the pre-financing periods, because
the building can be used earlier in terms of refinancing.
Time also plays relevant role in the specialist areas
of the construction industry, which also brings
correspondingly high demands on project managers. Experts in wiring installation, automation, and
building engineering at Pitthan, located in Kirchen-Wehbach in the Rhineland Palatinate, therefore
invest a lot of energy in their preparations, in order
to work more quickly on installations at the building site. “Earlier, we had more time, so NYM cables
were laid everywhere. There were also more
master electricians on the construction site then,”
explains Hans Gerhardus, the project manager.
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Electrical installations can be
easily pre-assembled using
the WINSTA® Pluggable Connection System from WAGO.

He has worked at Pitthan for more than 30 years,
and has lived through the changes in modular
construction. “We simply no longer have the
people for conventional wiring.”

»Whoever creates the
possibility for saving time
during lighting wiring,
will provide technology with
a real added value.«
Well Prepared with WINSTA®
By using WINSTA® from WAGO, the 100 employees in planning and manufacturing at Pitthan
Elektrotechnik have the chance to prepare the
wiring installations in a ready-to-mount state prior to delivery at the construction site. The work
on site is merely plugging it in, as demonstrated
at the Luxembourg project. The European Commission’s office building, completed in 2016, was
the first project where Pitthan used the WINSTA®
Pluggable Connection System. The building consists of 447 container modules over three floors
and currently provides a useable space of
10,500 square meters.
8

During the design phase, Pitthan worked together with WAGO to determine the necessary types
of cables, cable runs, distributor box variants,
and color coding. “The base quantities could
be easily standardized using WINSTA®,” states
Gerhardus. When rooms follow a firmly defined
pattern – a primary characteristic of modular
buildings – then the pre-assembled installations
can be easily duplicated. In addition, this design
reduces the risk of mismating, which can lead to
problems on projects with short time frames, –
especially when contractual penalties threaten
due to tight construction schedules.
“One time, we had five clamping faults. But that
was before the WINSTA® system,” explains Gerhardus.
This “almost zero defect” precision in Luxembourg also relied on the fact that the electricians
only had to connect one feed point per office
block by hand. Afterwards, WINSTA® took over,
and everything was pluggable – from the lights to
the power outlets. “Our goal was very clear: We
wanted to prepare the wiring so that on site the
majority of work was simply plugging the rest in,”
emphasized Schlate. Hager provided the cable
ducts for the project, which were cut to length,
dimensioned to the axial dimensions of the
container, and pre-assembled with the WINSTA®
system.
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Trades Edge Closer Together
WINSTA® also opens up new possibilities for
other skilled trades, in addition to electricians. In
collaboration with the electricians, interior fitters
can install ceiling elements, with the completely-cabled, recessed lighting, and thus become
valuable system partners in the construction
chain. Since no one trade has to wait for another,
time is gained all around. Electricians then step
in when the WINSTA® T-Distribution Connector
next to a light needs to be connected to the main
electrical line. Schlate: “This is a completely new
way of thinking.”

However, plug-in capability matters during installation, because we can work many times faster,”
emphasizes Schlate. Solutions, that already
function well in floor boxes and sockets in cable
ducts, need to be picked up in lighting. “Whoever
creates the possibility for saving time during
lighting wiring, will provide technology with a real
added value.” These types of solutions provide
attractive choices in project work for companies
like Pitthan Elektrotechnik.
TEXT JÖRG GRUNER | WAGO
PHOTO THORSTEN SIENK

He and Pitthan co-founder, Michael Pitthan, are
constantly searching for new system partners
for precisely this reason. Pitthan Elektrotechnik
emphasizes in regular conversation with their
vendors, that “It is increasingly important to think
modularly.” Schlate represents the conviction
that it is important for manufacturers to provide
suitable plug-in connections. Factory-installed
solutions are desired, particularly in project work.
With the connection technology suited for WINSTA®, this extends up to the lights.
“We want to bring the manufacturers on board,”
explains Gerhardus. The currently prevailing
practice is for companies like Pitthan to expend
a lot of effort in intricate adjustments to standard
components in order to connect the lighting
connectors to the plug-in system. “A pluggable
light doesn’t currently pay off in and of itself.
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Thomas Müller is the Deputy CEO of the VDMA
Federal Association of Automation + Management for Houses + Buildings. The experienced
mechanical engineer is a member of various

German and European think tanks that concentrate on smart buildings, the smart grid, BIM, and
energy efficiency. He participated in revising the
VDI 3814 guidelines for the VDMA.
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»A SMART BUILDING
MUST HAVE AN EXPLICIT
ADDED VALUE FOR
THE USER«
Smart buildings must increase working efficiency and provide the user with an optimum environment that
exceeds the actual function of a living or working space. An interview with Thomas Müller, the Deputy CEO
of the VDMA Federal Association of Automation + Management for Houses + Buildings

What makes a building a smart building?
Thomas Müller: A clear, specific definition of a
smart building is difficult to put into words. This is
similar to the case of IoT – the Internet of Things.
In my opinion, this is an artificial name that can
be easily grasped by companies, federal associations, and politicians. For me, smart buildings are
those buildings that provide added value to the
user, in addition to optimal living and working
conditions. In the future, this will also certainly
include the intelligent use of available energy
sources, switching a building’s consumers and
generators on and off, depending on the situation,
and in coordination with the smart grid.
How important is building automation for this?
Müller: It certainly forms the foundation. However,
the temperature and ventilation control are current

technology – energy efficiency likewise. Smart
thermostats have as little intelligence as presence
sensors. Building automation is the intelligence
in buildings and the basis for energy efficiency.
However, it has to be much more to be smart.
Smart is about the possibilities of additionally
networking the automation – for example, to the
navigation system in a car, the public transportation system, or GPS in the interior. Like a smart
phone, there will be apps that allow a building
to become smart. And this is where users and
operators will decide what they want. A smart
building must have an explicit added value for the
user. This is about functions that go beyond the
current tasks of a building – like a smart phone
can do more than place calls. This will have to be
incorporated during building design in the future.
In existing building stock, wireless networks will
form the basis of bringing intelligence into the
building.
11

Do smart buildings have to be designed
and constructed differently?
Müller: In the future, we will have to consider even
more how to foreground the users of a building and
their requirements. Configuring an optimal environment for them will become decisive. Everything else can be derived from this. The primary
aspect in smart buildings is that people feel comfortable there, regardless of whether it’s an office,
residence, or home-office. The important factor
is the human being. And this is precisely the
point as to why it is necessary to include building
operators in the project planning from the very
beginning. They know best what is needed. That
the most energy-efficient systems should be used,
is obvious.
Does integrated planning already work?
Müller: Integrated planning, which we have
requested for years, is still not really taking place.
Communication is the basis, namely both during
technical networking as well as during planning,
implementation, and operation of the building.
An interdisciplinary approach, as we have already
seen in factory automation and the introduction
of mechatronics, could be of assistance in con12

struction. As design and operation of buildings
changes, so do the classical job descriptions of
architects, technical planners, and master tradespeople. I hope that the limits, which we currently
know, will eventually fall away.
Will the revision of VDI 3814
smooth the path for this?
Müller: Possibly, yes. Up until now, VDI 3814 was
the original standard for building automation.
VDI 3813 covered whatever was happening in
individual room controls with regard to lighting,
temperature, and ventilation The consolidation of
most of the VDI guidelines created for building
automation into the new VDI 3814, and the expansion of important points relevant for planners
and managers will certainly facilitate their work.
When we talk about a close collaboration between
various building systems, then this consolidation
is quite necessary. I am particularly interested
in Part 6 of the newly revised VDI 3814, that is,
“Qualifications.” Which qualifications should
all participants in a construction have? What
should the builder know before speaking with
the architects? What should an architect be able
to reproduce by communicating with general
and specialist designers? This would be helpful
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2018
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information for all schools and universities with
courses in building automation.
Will the revised VDI 3814 also be important for
building automation and its use in “Building
Information Modeling” (BIM)?
Müller: Yes, because the building automation
functions, which are described and mapped here,
are then reflected in BIM. In the future, BIM will
provide a digital representation of the physical
and functional building characteristics – its digital
twin. A building information model is a common
informational source of building knowledge,
which forms a reliable basis for decisions over the
entire life cycle of the building. Everything is documented, from the early planning stages through
construction and operation up to tear down.
Why will BIM be important?
Müller: It is an intelligent process that provides
builders, architects, engineers, and operators with
information and tools for efficient planning, design,
construction, and operation of buildings and
infrastructure. Architects are given the means for
keeping track of the planning and implementation
processes, while builders are informed early about
any changes. And the operator/facility manager
knows what was ultimately used in the building.

data are needed during ongoing modernizations.
Which in turn facilitates the ability to carry out
targeted renovations in existing buildings. This
also extends up to the tear down. Just think
of the possibilities for urban mining: You can
systematically detect raw materials that were used
in buildings, infrastructure, and products, and
reclaim them during tear down.
Do you mean that BIM is opening up gold mines?
Müller: Absolutely! Just like our trash heaps hide
large amounts of valuable raw materials, buildings scheduled for demolition also conceal value.
The installed controllers for building automation
include several sought after raw materials like
those found in all IT components. By using BIM,
then I know which materials have recycling potential. Due to the many kilometers of cable, copper
is probably at the top. In the best case, the recycling of valuables could finance the tear down.
Mr. Müller, thank you for the conversation.

Is BIM also useful during
a building’s operating phase?
Müller: BIM is much more than simply a three-dimensional design tool that can be used for collision
checking. It offers operators/facility managers
substantial advantages, because they finally have
a detailed overview of what was installed and
is currently operating in their buildings. When
repairs need to be made, all of the relevant data
is available. This gets really interesting, when,
after a few years, for example, the exchange of
technology at a 1:1 ratio is no longer possible.
All products in a building, including their exact
installation location and data sheets, are digitally stored in the BIM. This allows one to draw
excellent conclusions about which performance
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2018
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Smart Building

BUILDING
SMARTER

Smart buildings are distinguished by the added value and optimum environment that they provide for their users and operators. While technology and
design are thus more complex, the challenges can be overcome by interdisciplinary cooperation and new digital methods and technologies.

Building construction is changing. Demand is
increasing for intelligent residential and non-residential buildings that offer higher living and working qualities. Buildings can already be operated
and maintained using mobile devices like smartphones or tablets. Soon, more functions beyond
the building will be accessible, like interactions
with the supply networks to manage the supply
and demand of renewable energy.
Increasing demands naturally lead to more complex building services engineering (BSE): In order
to implement a smart building with the greatest
level of security, maximum energy efficiency, and
increased comfort, the building functions must
be digitized and networked, and the processes
have to be automated. This will require integrated
16

building automation that covers multiple trades
and offers open-source and flexible products and
solutions.
However, planning and design remain quite
difficult. “Smart buildings focus in particular on
the human being. And this factor requires that
the building operator must participate in project
planning from the outset,” explains Thomas
Müller, Deputy CEO of the VDMA Federal Association of Automation + Management for Houses +
Buildings. Up until now, this has functioned rather
poorly, instead of well. Although many different
technical planners and skilled trade workers engage with a project during construction, communication and coordinated use of the participants
need improvement.
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2018

Focus on Integrated Planning
Collective, integrated planning is gaining
importance, because in depth communication
between all participants decreases the probability that plans will need changing, and increases
clarity with respect to demands across the building’s life cycle. The VDI 3814 Guideline, which
is currently being revised, could encourage
integrated planning. The relevant VDI 3813 and
VDI 3814 Guidelines are combined in the new
guidelines. In addition, there are expanded sections to include subjects important to planners
and those carrying out the work. According to
Müller, this should significantly aid them in
their labors.
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The new SkyPort at the Stuttgart International
Airport shows what can be achieved using
integrated planning (see page 26). The office
and administration building was constructed in
close collaboration with the airport authority.
A cross-disciplinary solution using flexROOM®
from WAGO ensures the highest degree of flexibility in room automation.

Workplaces are changing, so
building technology has to
adapt with flexible solutions
for building automation and
systems engineering.

Pitthan Elektrotechnik also relies on interactions
with other trades to create added value (see
page 6). They provide building wiring installations
using WINSTA® that are so advanced that they
need only be plugged in on site. This allows,
for example, interior fitters to install the ceiling
elements, with the completely-cabled, recessed
lighting, which in turn makes them valuable sys17

31 %

of construction companies have embedded digitization
in their business strategies, compared with 19% in the
previous year. (Source: Deutsche Telekom AG)

11 %

of annual revenue in the property sector
relates to expenditures for digitization
purposes. (Source: ZIA/EY)

35 %

of companies that have already implemented
digitization measures have leveraged them
into an increase in sales.
(Source: Deutsche Telekom)

72 %

of companies are worried that lack of
personnel could put the brakes on the
digital transformation. (ZIA/EY)

74 %

of the property sector sees potential in cloud
technologies. (Source: ZIA/EY)

66 %

of the property sector complains that a company-wide digitization strategy is lacking.
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tem partners in the construction chain. Since no
one trade has to wait for another, time is gained
all around.

The BIM Challenge
Experts believe that the integrated planning
required to meet increasing demands on modern
buildings will be quite difficult without software
to support it – regardless of the levels of building
automation. There is thus a trend to implement
planning according to “Building Information
Modeling” (BIM), according to Christopher Thiele
from WAGO Project Sales. BIM describes a method for optimizing the design, construction, and
operation of buildings with the aid of software,
and is based on 3D data. “It’s a tool that should
contribute to facilitating integrated planning,”
explains Thiele.
BIM advantages: All data calculated at the project
beginning flow into a transparent, system-spanning design, which functions at all times as a
common foundation for discussions between
participants. This makes the construction process safer and more economical, because, for
example, repetitions can be avoided. The facility
management team also profits during operation
of the building’s systems from the transparency
of the design data, because they can use the
stored information to optimize building management.
However, there are a few problems: The core
of BIM, the digital building model, presupposes
comprehensive, structured data that are available to the interfaces using defined formats. In
addition, the individual building systems need
software solutions that can process and forward
these data. However, some of the requirements
for the software remain undefined. “There are
as yet many gaps in the digital process chain
that cannot be closed, so we are waiting for their
realization,” states Andreas Kohlhaas from the
consulting firm GSP Network.
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Digitization is Trending
The construction sector clearly sees BIM on
their horizon. One-third of companies are already
working with this method, a trend that is only
increasing. Digitization provides clear advantages: According to a current study by Deutsche
Telekom, 35% of the companies that have access
to digital measures could use them to increase
revenues by 35%. 45% report increased customer satisfaction, and 44% were able to improve the
quality of their products and services through
digitization.
In addition to BIM, other digital methods and
technologies – cloud computing, big data, or
predictive maintenance – are also smoothing the
way for smart buildings. Building management
can already be shifted from the physical building
to the cloud by accessing intelligent controllers
via a secure VPN connection. Data can be
accessed via mobile end devices regardless of
location.
Big data intelligence provides the next step,
as it can process, analyze, and save large data
volumes. This can be advantageous: for example,
indicators can be used to predict when is the
best time to perform maintenance on a specific
system, or how to improve energy efficiency.
Currently, building managers are still manually
evaluating a building’s consumption values; soon,
defined algorithms will be able to optimize energy
efficiency. The age of smart buildings has already
begun.
TEXT MARTIN HARDENFELS | WAGO
PHOTO GETTYIMAGES
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»BIM IS A
GREAT CHALLENGE«
20
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Andreas Kohlhaas from the consulting firm GSP
Network views BIM as a major opportunity for
everyone involved in construction. However, in
order to actually implement digital planning of
buildings, companies like WAGO would have to
carry out a great deal of preparatory work.
“Building Information Modeling” (BIM) has gained
considerable attention in the past three years;
however, a clear presentation of the effects
of BIM on planning and construction cultures
remains elusive. At its fundamental level, BIM describes new methods for how stakeholders and
skilled trades workers can collaborate. The foundation is an informational model of the building
composed from many specific areas: It contains
information about the building structure, components, scheduled materials and products, which
would allow for the derivation of other values,
like the monitoring of costs or deadlines.
The BIM method can be applied across the entire
life cycle, or implemented in partial processes.
Big BIM indicates that 3D building models are
structured by specialty or room, and the data
are provided and used by everyone involved
in planning, construction, and operations. BIM
thus offers the potential to provide all relevant
information, graphically and alphanumerically, to
respective stakeholders in specific phases, from
pre-planning up to the end of life cycle.

There are currently no discussions in Germany
regarding a comprehensive implementation of
BIM. While guidelines for use of BIM have existed
for years in Scandinavia, the Netherlands, and
Great Britain, BIM remains in its infancy in Germany. One study, conducted by the Fraunhofer
Institute for Industrial Engineering (IAO), showed
that only 29% of the participants worked with
component-oriented 3D models in their organizations, and that only an additional 10% planned
to in the future. And yet, even the Little BIM, that
is, software for generating sectional drawings
from a 3D model, can enormously increase
efficiency in planning, even within a single organization. The numbers are even lower for Big
BIM, which involves the exchange of partial and
technical models based on open standards like
IFC (Industry Foundation Classes, DIN EN ISO
16739). The integration of construction workflow
planning and simulation – or 4D BIM – is only
used by 6% of participants, and is under consideration by only another 7%.

Greater Safety and Regulation
One measurable advantage in integrated, model-based planning lies in the prevention of duplicate efforts, since the technical models created
by the building designers are used directly by
specialists when scheduling their actions. This
prevents some of the redesigning that is often
required.
It also facilitates plausibility and collision checks,
and includes technical calculations in the planning process. Which in turn enables realistic
simulations of usage and energy efficiency
before construction, and implementations of
optimization measures on the digital model.
The component-oriented construction model
in the BIM method thus guarantees a high level
of planning safety and cost control during the
construction process and building operation.
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2018

Andreas Kohlhaas is considered an expert in “Building
Information Modeling” (BIM). In 2013, with a graduate degree
in physics, he founded the consulting firm GSP Network
GmbH, were he is currently the marketing manager. Kohlhaas
is a member of several committees related to BIM, and also
provides extensive instruction on the topic.
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Uncertainty during Planning

Preparing for Digitization

Common guidelines and processes are currently
only under development by organizations like
the VDI, whose guidelines were only published
last year, or are awaiting publication this year.
Another aspect is that international guidelines
for implementing BIM in Germany are expected
from ISO, CEN, and DIN (DIN EN ISO 19650).

Many demands on software products, which
the BIM method requires, are only being defined
now, or arise from current BIM projects. Many
gaps in the digital process chain remain, and
people are waiting for their implementation. In
addition, construction suppliers have to prepare
corresponding data for their products and make
it available for processing by the design
software.

Therefore, design companies and construction
firms still question whether they can use existing
software for BIM, or if they should invest in
new or updated versions. The answer depends
on whether the software manufacturers have
implemented a data exchange interface in order
to facilitate importing, referencing, and exporting
technical models. Then, the participants could
follow the so-called open-source BIM approach
and use open-source data standards, like “Industry Foundation Classes” (IFC DIN EN ISO 16739)
or de facto standards, like “Green Building XML”
(gbXML).

The Differing Faces of BIM
Not all BIM is the same, and the methodologies differ.
Open BIM is characterized by the exchange of BIM files
between disciplines, regardless of the BIM software used.
This is carried out by using open-source interfaces and
requires transparency and the exchange of information
between various models.

This is a large challenge for software providers,
as well as construction suppliers and component vendors for technical building systems or
electronic products, because the guidelines and
standards for classification and data exchange
are still in the development phase.
Planners and construction suppliers also need to
know that BIM is not a magic wand that will solve
all problems on an ad hoc basis. Yet companies
still need to become involved at an early stage
in the issues, the challenges, and the processes
and responsibilities, and also communicate
within their sectors in order to promote the
digitization process. The digitization of the construction industry will arrive, even in Germany. In
2015, the Federal Ministry for Traffic and Digital
Infrastructure announced a phased plan for
“Digital Design and Construction” for the use of
BIM in public infrastructure projects.In 2015, the
Federal Ministry for Traffic and Digital Infrastructure announced a phased plan for “Digital Design
and Construction” for the use of BIM in public
infrastructure projects.

In Closed BIM, all designers work on a project using the
same software.
Big BIM indicates that 3D building models are structured
by specialty or room, and the data are provided and used
by everyone involved in planning, construction, and
operations.
In contrast, little BIM describes the use of the BIM
method, but limited to one discipline, and is thus an
isolated solution. A classic example is the generation
of a virtual architectural model without the possibility of
sharing the data with another discipline.

22
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»A SOLID COMPONENT
OF THE WAGO STRATEGY«
The prerequisite for BIM is the adaptation of
standards and the optimization of product data for
digital processing. WAGO Building Expert, Dörthe
Knefelkamp, sees the company as a trendsetter.
As a producer of electronic components and also
of products and solutions for building automation,
WAGO is already involved with digitization in the
context of “Building Information Modeling” (BIM), in
order to satisfy target groups – operators, designers, and construction companies – in the future.
Software providers, architects, and committees
are driving the topic. Information has appeared
across various media outlets. Examples based
on architecture and support structure models
are often referenced. The term, building services,
combines all of a building’s technical equipment.
And this is where many of the trades find themselves: collectively, they remain at different points
in the implementation of the BIM requirements
with respect to standardizing the data formats and
contents of their building system.
Both building automation and electrical installation
systems are still in the fledgling stage. Thus, it is a
challenge for WAGO, as a vender and construction
supplier for products in these building systems, to
optimize the technical data for BIM processes at
this point in time.
Internationally, one can recognize different degrees of BIM implementation. Some countries,
like Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Germany,
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would like a high level of implementation. It is thus
possible in digital reference modeling to derive
technical models with suitable levels of information for specific functional and quality checks, in
addition to collision checks, or to link them to the
reference model.

Open to Both BIM Approaches
BIM is and remains a solid component in WAGO’s
digitization strategy. This is, however, linked to
specific challenges. According to the demands of
digitization, WAGO, as a provider, must maintain
transparency in its technical product data, and
maintain and provide new attributes that arise
from the development of the specifications.
There are two paths for this: On the one hand,
there is the Closed BIM approach, which some
software producers have successfully taken. This
includes, e.g., Autodesk with Revit, which currently
has the highest market penetration in Europe. With
Revit, users can provide the digital information
about their products in the so-called RFA format.
Advantages for software that follows the closed
BIM approach include optimized interfaces and a
reduced data loss through discontinuities in media
format. The product technical information is defined by the manufacturer and there is no mandatory requirement for corresponding to a standard.
As Revit currently has broad dissemination, WAGO
also makes its digital product information available
in RFA format on its PARTcommunity server.
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The second path leads to Open BIM. There
are various software programs that follow this
approach and thus enable data exchange via
open-source interfaces, like “Industry Foundation
Classes” (IFC) or “Green Building XML” (gbXML).
Open-source, standardized interfaces and formats
offer the advantage that the designer is not limited
by the software, and that the data correspond to a
structure and format, regardless of manufacturer.

WAGO will continue to follow both BIM approaches and, in exchanges with its customers, also
incorporate demands from practice, which it will
then provide for future alignment with BIM. BIM will
surely influence the entire construction industry
and generate radical change. WAGO will support
its clients in implementing BIM, now and in the
future.

Active in Adapting to Standards
Currently, the standard (IFC) for technical building
services are still being adapted to the demands of
various levels of implementation. WAGO supports
the VDMA/VDI working group in the expansion
of VDI 3805 “Product Data Exchange in Technical
Systems Engineering” with a page on building
automation. The results of this working group
should flow through VDI into ISO 16757, “Product
Data for Building Services System Model”. There
is currently no comparable group in electronics
for adapting the standard to the desired level of
implementation. However, the idea for one is being
bruited about.

Dörthe Knefelkamp, Market Manager
Building Installations, began working
at WAGO in 1998. After studying
Industrial Electrical Engineering
at the company, she worked for
Project Service International before
accepting a post at a climate protection agency in 2010. In 2015, she
returned to WAGO and now works in
Building Market Management with
a focus on WINSTA® and energy
management.
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Sun blind control that tracks the
sun’s position is an important
component in the building automation of the SkyPort in Stuttgart.

Smart Building

FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION INSTEAD
OF EXPENSIVE REMODELING
The new SkyPort office and administration
building at the Stuttgart International Airport
showcases a sustainable office complex. A solution spanning several systems ensures a high
level of flexibility in room automation in the new
headquarters for the airport authority.

rooms offer an open and modern environment
for the airport employees. Internal communication processes support both architecture and
room configuration, as well as the exchange of
information between employees regardless of
sector or technology.

SkyPort has been the new home of the Stuttgart
Airport Authority (Flughafen Stuttgart GmbH =
FSG) since Spring of 2016. Located in the heart
of Stuttgart Airport City and directly adjacent to
the terminal areas, the modern and sustainable
new construction offers the authority contemporary infrastructure in the best location.

New Paths in Building Automation

The open plan building covers 13,700 m² and
offers working space for around 320 people.
Around 250 of them are employees of the FSG,
and have offices located in the lower four floors.
The two upper stories are rented out. A nicely
presentable property with an inner courtyard
results from the U-shaped arrangement of the
building parts, and the connection of the north
and south wings over the atrium.
The new headquarters is certified gold according to the standards of the German Sustainable
Building Council (DGNB) and reflects the sustainability considerations held by the FSG. The new
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2018

The SkyPort impresses, not only due to its modern architecture and sustainability, but also due
to the pioneering building automation systems.
It is the first building at Stuttgart airport in which
the process, measurement, and control technology (PMC) extends down to office communication. This sustainable step leads to impressive
flexibility. In the old building, it was very complex
to move employees, for example, or to change
room usages.
In a comparison between room automation
systems from three manufacturers, flexROOM®,
in combination with EnOcean, won the race. From
the point of view of the FSG managers, the WAGO
system offers particularly easy and comfortable
configuration and high communication abilities.
EnOcean scored particular points because the
wireless operating device can be mounted anywhere.
27
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»From the point of view of the
FSG managers, the WAGO system
offers particularly easy and
comfortable configuration and
high communication abilities.«

Flexible with flexROOM®
flexROOM® from WAGO is a variable concept
for building automation that ensures perfect
harmony between lighting, sun protection, and
single-room control. The concept is based
on the spatial axes of a building. The building
automation functions are thus divided into
zones and not according to individual rooms. All
necessary functions for sun shading, lighting
control, and individual room controls are already
preprogrammed in the associated software
application.
To redivide the offices, the FSG works employee
no longer needs to undertake expensive reprogramming. New set ups can be carried out easily
via a web-based user interface, which can be
called up on virtually any end device. If a wall
needs to be removed, or new wall needs to be
placed, a single mouse click can accomplish
this, and the system devices can be quickly
reassigned.

The 750-884 Application Controller from WAGO was developed
especially to carry out the WAGO flexROOM® app, and is the
core of the SkyPort building automation.
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The Peter Nägele GmbH Elektotechnik firm,
won the contract to install the building systems. The company, headquartered in Süssen,
Wuerttemberg, focuses on wiring installations,
data technology, security systems, and building
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2018

automation. Multiple flexROOM® units are
installed in sub-distribution panels in the utility
rooms on each floor. The lights, and also the
presence sensors and brightness detectors are
controlled using DALI. The operating devices
are controlled via the IT network using Ethernet
TCP/IP. The EnOcean wireless technology
integrated into the distribution boxes ensures
wireless connection of the buttons for lighting
and sun protection, as well as room control units
for HVAC systems.

Sun Blind Controllers
Track the Sun’s Position
The blind control, which tracks the position
of the sun, was particularly fascinating to the
employees, especially in a corner office with
a northeasterly orientation. The blinds in this
office drop at sunrise and gradually rise, depending on the degree of lighting entered into
the configuration. The position of the blinds,
and thus the brightness in the offices, adjust
according to the defined light levels. The FSG
employees are of the opinion that, “A solution
that provides uniform, interior lighting based on
solar progression, is genius. We always have the
same light ratios and can still use the sun blinds
to adjust office temperatures as well.”
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2018

This is possible, because a flexROOM® weather
distribution box collects the most important
weather data and provides it to all systems in
the room automation. The weather distribution
box calculates the exact position of the sun and
guides the blinds precisely to achieve optimal
light ratios.

Peter Schlang, Matthias Kolb,
and Thomas Kirschbaum
(from left) in front of the
Stuttgart airport, where they
directed the SkyPort building
automation.

The depth of the building technology in the
SkyPort offers additional advantages in energy
management, and thus supports the sustainability goals of the FSG. The automated networking
of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and blinds
saves energy for cooling in the summer and
heating in the winter. Another example of energy
savings is found in the motion-detecting lighting
and ventilation systems in the toilets.
The system also provides the FSG with the highest degree of flexibility in room automation.
The best part about questions regarding room
technology is that are no more negative answers.
TEXT UWE DIETER | WAGO
PHOTO HOLGER WALCH | 360 GRAD
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Energy Storage Systems

HEATING WITH ICE

COVER STORY | BUILDING SMARTER

E
Heat pumps for heating or cooling buildings usually draw their energy from geothermal probes
or earth collectors. The building technology
company leitec® took a different path: an ice energy store provides the necessary energy. WAGO
technology controls the interplay between the
system and the entire building automation.
Energy is created when water freezes to ice. An
identical amount of energy is required to heat
water from 0 to 80 degrees Celsius. Viessmann,
a heating technology company, used this crystallization principle for their innovation, and developed a system based on an ice energy store and
heat pumps to provide energy for heating and
cooling.
Users of the technology include leitec® Gebäudetechnik GmbH, a complete service provider in
energy and building technology, headquartered
in Heilbad Heiligenstadt in Thuringia. Their ice
energy store, consisting of an underground
cement tank that is ten meters in diameter and
six meters in height, holds up to 400,000 liters of
water. “The system functions quite well,” states
Bernd Apitz, CEO and owner of leitec®. “We were
among the first to build an ice energy store of
this magnitude.”

In addition to the ice energy store,
solar energy plays a central role in the
energy concept at leitec®.

When the company installed the technology in
their new building in 2011, they were mapping
uncharted territory. Software, which can now
easily calculate the complex systems and dimension them, did not exist then. The challenges in
designing the ice energy store included consideration of several aspects: the building technical
systems, specific climatological concerns for
the site, and demands for subsequent use of the
building.
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»Every planner
has their own
preferences for
their systems –
and this makes
it easier to link
them together.«
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Many Complex Individual Systems

Automated Quickly and Safely

The expense paid off for leitec®. Today, the
company covers all of their heating and cooling
needs with the ice energy store.
“We no longer use fossil fuel,” says Apitz. The
heat pump-storage combination is controlled by
the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750. “We’ve worked with
it for a long time,” comments Project Leader Benedikt Künzel. Benefits of the system include the
variety of interfaces, among others. “We have
to coordinate complex individual systems in our
building control systems,” according to Künzel.

Even in the case of the ice energy store, leitec®
succeeded in combining different functional areas quickly and safely into the automation aggregate. “We developed five general scenarios with
the WAGO controller,” explains the leitec® CEO.
These included the operating modes of: heating
using the ice energy store, heating using the solar
thermal collectors installed on the roof next to

»The WAGO-I/OSYSTEM 750 offers
a high degree of
freedom during
connections.«

In the leitec® building, these include wall installations with EIB/KNX communication, intelligent
lighting management with DALI, and building
security. “The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750 offers a
high degree of freedom during connections, so
that, for example, door and window contacts for
the alarm systems can be easily connected. If I
had to work with standard actuators, our switching cabinet space would not have been enough.
This one is very compact, and our servers are included as well,” explains Apitz. He considers the
WAGO technology to be a ‘convincing industrial
system’.

In addition to the wide-ranging availability of
different interfaces and connection cards, the
experts at leitec® also value the free programmability of the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM. Künzel says that
“WAGO is very multifunctional in programming.”
The programming potentials in the standardized
languages of IEC 61131-3 make it very easy for
leitec® to use their software to implement tasks
that emerge during projects. These include
adapting interfaces to subsystems that leitec®
needs to merge in their building projects. According to Künzel, “Every planner has their own
preferences for their systems – and this makes it
easier to link them together.”
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the photovoltaic modules, cooling the ice energy
store, regeneration using the solar collectors, and
cooling using the heat pump.

Finding the optimal settings required data, which
were directly evaluated by the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM, and provided the basis for a self-optimizing
system. This system is able to decide, for
example, if heat for a heating period should be
withdrawn from the ice energy store, or whether
the solar thermal collectors can contribute more
power. leitec® also uses the data to calculate
efficacy metrics, which can be utilized later for
documentation in customer projects.
The heat pump-ice energy store combination
functions most efficiently when it is used to
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Freezing water to ice produces crystallization heat. Viessmann exploits this principle in
their ice energy store.

generate both heating and cooling. In the winter,
the heat pump withdraws energy to ensure that
the ice energy store freezes from the inside out.
In hot months, the resulting ice mass is used to
supply the collectors in the offices with cold water to lower room temperatures. Because the ice
thaws slowly, and reaches a higher energy level
during melting, heat is stored again for the winter.
The ice energy store operates even more economically, when the electricity required to operate the heat pump is self-produced. At leitec®,
photovoltaic modules on the roof provide most of
the power. Specifically, the Viessmann heat pump
requires only 1 kilowatt of current to generate 4.3
kilowatt hours of heat – an above average value.

Focus on eMobility
Apitz is convinced that the ice energy store has a
good future, particularly in multi-family housing,
hotels, offices, and companies in the food industry. “It makes sense, anywhere I want to heat or
cool something.” Viessmann has already picked
up the first ice energy store as a series solution
in their catalog. leitec® is working with WAGO
to further simplify and standardize the control
technology, including visualization.
There are other projects that leitec® is developing in parallel: the company building has
reached an electrical excess of 50% over the
year, according to the balance sheet. “We’re
presented with the question of how to sensibly
store the excess electricity. Using it ourselves is
more interesting, particularly in combination with
eMobility,” states Apitz.
TEXT HEIKO TAUTOR | WAGO

PHOTO VIESSMANN, LEITEC®
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MANUAL CONTROL UNITS IN
THE CONTROL CABINET DOOR
For HVAC Applications
In heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
applications, it is common for individual units
to be switched on or off independently of the
control program. A typical example is a pump
that must be temporarily switched off for maintenance. WAGO offers the 2852 Series Manual
Control Units for this purpose. The devices
are installed in the control cabinet door, which
allows them to be operated without opening
the cabinet door. Controller connection is established via Modbus RTU.

• Local manual operation
On site without access to the control system
or BMS
• Communication via Modbus RTU
Easy connection to the controller
• Installation in the control cabinet door
Operation without opening the control cabinet door

TECHNOLOGIES | ADDED VALUE THROUGH COOPERATION
Integrated planning is the
simultaneous interaction of
all parties involved in the construction process. For WAGO,
cooperation and transparency
are the proven answer to the
challenges in building automation and technical systems.

Integrated Planning

ADDED VALUE
THROUGH
COOPERATION

An integrated and interdisciplinary
automation planning is the key to
sustainable buildings. They can
shorten design and development processes, reduce the number of design
changes, lower costs, and prepare
for demands across the entire building life cycle from the outset. WGO
can help with integrated planning of
automation projects.
If a building were to be designed today, then it would probably be along
conventional lines: expert planners
and architects usually only consider
the automation systems that they
are responsible for. They often favor
closed systems in order to avoid
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interfacing with third parties during
the construction phase.
The goal of this approach is to
construct the systems as quickly,
safely, and easily as possible, and to
conclude their own contractual services without dependencies. In the
construction phase, this can lead to
autonomous systems for sun blinds,
lighting controls, or control systems
for regulating room temperatures.
The problem: Although the systems
are usually equipped with communication technology, they cannot
exchange information, or can only do
so with difficulty, due to the lack of
interface planning and the different
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2018

fieldbus protocols. Some of these
decisions lead to the installation of
duplicate sensors.
If, for example, the project goal of the
construction engineer is to build an
office building, in which it is warm in
winter, cool in summer, the lights can
be switched on and off according to
the user’s whim, and the sun blinds
can be autonomously operated,
then this project goal can be easily
achieved using autonomous and
application-specific automation.
Whether this represents the most
economic solution, when considered
across the life cycle of the building,
is, however, questionable.

All Data for All Systems
Integrated design offers an alternative, because it can provide users
with many advantages without
additional effort. However, considerations about interfaces can only be
represented automatically if all parts
of the room and system automation,
and also the necessary data, are
available for evaluation.
For example: An autonomous sun
blind control may only protect rooms
from too much heat. In contrast, the
decision as to whether a room currently requires heat, and that the use
of solar energy is preferred to save
37
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heating energy, may only be reached
if the specifications for individual
room heating control are available in
the sun blind system. Integrated data
evaluation in the building automation
is crucial for this.
By using integrated and interdisciplinary automation planning, energy
can be saved, and also the perfor-

spatial references and the exchange
of design results can be optimized in
the planning stage, which then offers
added value for building design or
even during building operation. The
so-called digital twin can already
help to recognize implementation
challenges, even in the planning
stage. The exchange of interface
data and functions in the building

WAGO as
a Responsible Partner
The technical requirements are
defined for integrated planning.
By using suitable communication
protocols and and fieldbus systems
in an intelligent and targeted way, a
consistent automation of all system
can be achieved. The logical use

»By using integrated and interdisciplinary
automation planning, energy can be saved,
and also the performance and comfort of
building users can be increased.«
mance and comfort of building users
can be increased. By evaluating the
presence detection in the lighting
control, a sun blind control that
follows natural daylight management
for users may also be influenced in
its setting, depending on whether
the room is occupied or not. If no
one is present, then maximal shading
can be selected to prevent solar
heating.

Collaboration Based
on 3D Data and Attributed
Components
The current goal is to implement
building design according to the BIM
method. BIM describes a method for
optimizing the design, construction
and operation of buildings with the
aid of software, and based on 3D
data: as a tool, it should contribute
to facilitating integrated planning.
By employing BIM, a coordination of
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automation is, however, not yet possible with this tool.
Building automation systems can still
be integrally planned, even without
BIM. A complex building consists of
many individual components, which
the building automation directs like a
conductor. This means that one path
to integrated design leads, not via
autonomous and application-specific system, but through mutual and
interoperable automation design
incorporated the individual trades
and designers. If necessary, the
employment of a system integrator
as a regular participant on each planning team should be discussed: this
person would specifically manage
and describe the interfaces and their
responsibilities.

of open-source fieldbus systems
and protocols for communication at
the automation and field levels, for
example, EnOcean, DALI, DMX, MODBUS, BACnet, KNX, LON, M-Bus, and
SMI, can contribute to an optimized
design, in which components in the
building automation and the building
technology are economically linked to
a consistently designed automation
system.
WAGO can help with the integrated
design of building automation projects. A project is most likely to be
positively influenced in the first planning stages. The building automation
must be discussed even in this
early phase, and concept solutions
must be developed as the basis for
detailed planning. WAGO supports
customers from the beginning and
through all lifecycle phases of a
building, in finding optimal solutions.
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As an experienced partner in the
sector of building automation, WAGO
can also assist in formulating the
correct questions, recognizing opensource interfaces, and staffing interdisciplinary planning. At the end of
the project, an automation solution
is created, on time and at cost, which
can satisfy all of the demands from
the users of an integrated building
automation, guarantees energy-efficient operation, and is modularly
adaptable for future changes.
TEXT CHRISTOPHER THIELE | WAGO
PHOTO STÖHR FOTOGRAFIE, GETTYIMAGES

Christopher Thiele is responsible for Project Sales, Building Technology at WAGO in northeastern Germany. His experience includes more
than ten years of expert planning for technical building systems; he is
considered one of WAGO’s experts in integrated planning.
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Lighting Management

BRIGHT MINDS
Lighting management ensures optimal working conditions and energy efficiency
at the training institute for the Ford plant in Saarlouis. WAGO provided the components.
The special feature is that the trainees participated in the design and implementation.

The development team for the
lighting management system in
the training institute (from left):
Daniel Kocks, Global Key Account Manager AUTOMOTIVE
at WAGO, Markus Theobald,
expert teacher, and Matthias
Schwarz, apprentice in electronics technician in industrial
engineering.

Lower costs and high productivity are goals that
every company shares. Lighting plays an important role in both. The Germany energy agency
(dena) estimates that tailored lighting control can
provide energy savings of up to 75% while simultaneously increasing employee comfort. When
lighting is connected to an energy management
system, it consumes less electricity. A tailored
use of light improves the health and productivity
of workers. Good visibility conditions are not
the only advantage. Daylight sets our internal
clocks. A greater proportion of natural daylight
leads to more energetic employees. And this can
be achieved using intelligent lighting solutions,
which then prevent fatigue and increase productivity.

The foundation is a lighting management system
that sets the LED illuminants to mimic the natural
light that streams in through several windows. A
WAGO PFC200 Controller controls the system.
All 48 lights are linked to the controller via a DALI
Multi-Master Module, with twelve LED ceiling
lights and twelve LED light fixtures over the work
benches in each room. A presence sensor with
brightness measurement determines the intensity of the artificial light, and switches off after ten
minutes without human movement. A wireless
push-button allows trainees at the workstations
to switch the entire system on and off, or to individually dim the light strips over the workstations.
This is provided in case other activities are to be
carried out there, like manual assembly exercises.

The future electrical electronics technicians at
Ford in Saarlouis have benefited from optimal
lighting since May of 2017. Of special interest is
the fact that trainees in the third and fourth years
also participated in the design and implementation of the lighting management system for their
classrooms.

Wireless Solution

They gained the necessary expertise in a workshop conducted by WAGO. “By developing the
lighting management system, we gained direct
insight into everyday working life. Automated
solutions are among the areas of expertise
expected from the trainees in their subsequent
careers,” explains Markus Theobald, an expert
trainer in electrical engineering. “In this project,
we learned about more than just the technology.
The apprentices also gained an appreciation
for how knowledge about user requirements is
important for good planning.”

System for Two Lighting Scenarios
The necessity for modernizing was clear: the two
training rooms, with a total area of 250 square
meters, were only equipped with conventional
lights and a simple on/off switch. To ensure better
working conditions and energy efficiency, the
trainees designed two lighting zones: one area
for screen work and meetings in the center of
both rooms, and working stations located on the
surrounding room walls. A constant illumination
of 500 lux prevails at the workstations, whereas
the central areas are illuminated at 200 lux.
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A radio receiver module is linked to the controller,
so that the lighting management system can
combine the DALI communication protocol with
EnOcean technology. As a wireless solution,
EnOcean has the advantage that switches and
sensors can be installed without cabling. This
standard is thus especially suited for use in existing buildings, because no additional cable has to
be laid, which can extend for several kilometers
in larger structures. Wireless communication also
supports flexible installations. This is particularly
important for the optimal location of sensors, so
that they can precisely measure the environmental parameters.
While wireless communication of components
is becoming standard, the EnOcean wireless
modules also do not require wiring for electrical supply. EnOcean activates a single signal,
implements it, and completes it, all within one
one-thousandth of a second. The energy requirements are thus minimal, and the sensors
and switches can use so-called “daylight harvesting”: they supply their own power through tiny
solar cells on their surfaces. A small amount of
daylight is sufficient. By eliminating batteries,
operational safety has been increased, and maintenance reduced to practically nothing.
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Intelligent lighting management: the intensity of the
artificial light is automatically adapted to that of the
daylight using a brightness
sensor.

User-Friendly Operation

training rooms and labs to be connected to the

Another important component of the lighting
management system is its ease of use. The
configuration is carried out using a web interface.
In Saarlouis, users can access the software for
the controller by using a conventional tablet and
browser The visualization is based on HTML5.
A local software installation is no longer necessary. The parameters can be set, monitored,
and adjusted on the screen using a graphic user
interface.

In addition, WAGO’s 3-phase power measure-

The lighting management can be expanded by
linking additional DALI Multi-Master Modules to
the extant controller. This allows the adjacent
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present system over several investment stages.
ment modules can be added for energy mea-

surement. The precise detection of the energy

consumption is the next project in Saarlouis: the
trainees will expand the system over the course
of the year. The goal is for the training institute

to serve as a model project, to demonstrate the

potentials of an intelligent lighting management
system within the entire company.
TEXT DANIEL KOCKS | WAGO
PFOTO VOLKER THEISSEN | FORD AUS- UND WEITERBILDUNG E.V
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LIGHTING MANAGEMENT
MADE EASIER
New Functions in WAGO Lighting Management

By using a combination of hardware and predefined software, WAGO Lighting Management
simplifies the planning, commissioning, and
operation of large lighting systems, such as
those in warehouses and production facilities. In
the new version, the integration of KNX buttons
for lighting control is also allowed. Another new
development enables color temperature control
for lighting fixtures, which allows the lighting to
create a specific ambience that harmonizes

with a user’s biorhythm. Emergency lighting
systems are also easier to handle, because now
they can also be connected to the lighting management system.

Lighting Installation and Automation Solutions

HIGHLIGHT FOR
COPENHAGEN
44
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The Royal Arena is the largest
multi-purpose hall in Denmark
and a showplace for large
events.
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DALI controls the entire
lighting system in the
Royal Arena.

The Royal Arena is an imposing structure,
with seating for 12,500 spectators. The lighting
installation now comprises 187 DALI components from WAGO.
It is fitting in the multi-use history of the Royal
Arena, that the legendary metal band, Metallica,
with the Danish drummer, Lars Ulrich, opened the
arena in Copenhagen with three concerts. With
seating for 12,500, the structure is imposing in
its dimensions, and is second to none among the
arenas in other European metropolitan areas. Its
lighting installations are also exemplary. Hoffmann Teknik installed a total of 44 control cabinets, including DALI equipment from WAGO: 187
DALI Master Modules and 531 DALI PIR Sensors.
The exemplary feature is that DALI controls not
only the lighting in the Royal Arena, but also the
power supply.

The lighting installations
for the Royal Arena
•
•
•
•
•
•
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38 controllers
44 control cabinets
80 DALI PCBs
187 DALI Master Modules
531 DALI PIR sensors
6340 DALI addressable lighting fixtures

According to the Hoffmann project manager, Jan
Roed, this brought advantages, primarily during
wiring, because the electricians only had to lay
one cable, which saved time. That being said, the
lighting experts still had to master several challenges. Changes in large projects during the construction phase are not uncommon, and they can
have far-reaching consequences. One additional
light fixture can tip the entire installation towards
failure, and, in the worst case, can require more
control cabinets and the laying of more cable.
Adjustments were also necessary in the Royal
Arena. The DALI bus has a range of 300 meters,
so the 44 control cabinets had to be strategically
positioned. Since each DALI Master Module is
supposed to control both lighting and power
supply, the experts at Hoffmann were concerned
about loads. To master the challenge, they installed 40 to 45 units in most modules. However,
changes and heavy loads made it necessary to
equip a few modules with 60 units.

Challenging Project
Due to the complexity and the changes, it paid
off that Hoffmann Teknik was already communicating with the other parties during the
scheduling phase, because the experts were able
to estimate the new demands quite well. “We had
one technician in the project group, which really
paid off in this situation,” according to Roed.
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Around 30 additional firms, in addition to Hoffmann Teknik, were involved in the construction of
the Royal Arena.
A tour of the building showcases their efforts:
there is an impressive view of the hall, which
seats up to 15,000 spectators for concerts, from
the catwalk under the ceiling. One part of the
seating area is flexibly installed. If the maximum
number of seats are required, then additional
rows can be quickly installed. Glass-fronted
rooms are located around the gallery: VIP suites
that can be rented by companies and individuals.

Aside from the concert hall and the hallways, the
Royal Arena offers several spaces that normal
guests do not visit. These are areas like the
administrative wing, and the so-called back of
house areas, where the artists playing the Royal
Arena have access. In 2018, this will include
bands like Metallica, and potentially Iron Maiden,
Justin Timberlake, or U2.
TEXT ALLAN MALMBERG
PHOTO ROYAL ARENA

“We control the lighting from here as well, but in
a specialized way,” says Roed. “In addition, the
users have the ability to completely regulate the
lighting using touchscreens. During events, the
control center can override the local panels, and
the lighting can be set to a specific light level.”

WAGO 221: NEW 6 mm² CONNECTOR
A higher power: With a new model, WAGO expands the use
of its universal COMPACT Splicing Connector.
Connections are very easy with the
221 Series Universal COMPACT
Splicing Connectors: Simply open
the clamp using the iconic orange
lever, push a stripped conductor
into the connector until it strikes
the backstop, and close the clamp
by lowering the lever. It was previously possible to connect solid and
stranded conductors from 0.2 mm2
up to 4 mm2, and also ferruled conductors from 0.14 mm2 to 4 mm2.
With the new version of the splicing
connector, it is also possible to
connect conductor cross sections
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up to 6 mm2. The possibility of
connecting up to 6 mm² provides
completely new possibilities for
OEMs to safely and securely wire
high-performance lighting and
signal systems, or HVAC systems
within commercial buildings.

• Nominal cross-section up to 6
mm2/10 AWG
Connect devices with higher
levels of power consumption
• Internal wiring of devices
Convenient use for OEMs
• Transparent housing
Visually inspect the connection
• Quick and easy connection
Reduce wiring time
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Lighting Installation and Automation Solutions

EFFICIENTLY
ILLUMINATED
48
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APPLICATIONS | EFFICIENTLY ILLUMINATED
The lighting control for the new production
hall of KSE Process Technology in the Netherlands was implemented using controllers
and DALI modules from WAGO.

For more than two decades the Dutch company
KSE Process Technology has placed its trust in
automation components from WAGO – likewise
during the construction of its new production
hall.
KSE Process Technology, headquartered in
Bladel, the Netherlands, supplies everything that
companies need for proportioning, weighing,
and transporting of materials. Besides proportioning and weighing systems, KSE also supplies
automation solutions and services for producers

A Solution with Many Advantages
The WAGO controllers were integrated into the
ETHERNET MODBUS network. Berry de Brouwer,
Software Developer at KSE, explains how the
proprietary software controls the WAGO-I/OSYSTEM, “The lighting in the hall was divided
into four regions, which are controlled according
to daylight using intelligent sensors.” WAGO
controllers and the DALI lighting control system
will also be used in the other new buildings, which
will be constructed as part of the next project

»WAGO always has the perfect solution
at hand when it comes to automation
control systems.«
of powders, grains, and granulates in the animal
feed industry, and other related branches. KSE
has relied on the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM in their
products and services for more than 20 years. It
is used for the ALFRA proportioning and weighing systems, and for the PROMAS automation
software, which can automate entire production
processes from A to Z.
KSE has grown continuously over the past 40
years and has developed into a company active
on the world stage. Since the production facilities
were bursting at the seams, the company constructed a new manufacturing facility. It is part of
a five-year-plan, which include the construction
of additional buildings on the company grounds
in Bladel.
KSE chose WAGO automation components for
various control applications in its new production
facility. “WAGO always has the perfect solution at
hand when it comes to automation control systems,” explains Sjak de Laat, Mechatronics Developer at KSE. The modular WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM
is characterized by flexibility and open-source
abilities, which facilitates a problem-free usage
of the most common fieldbus protocols. “This is
why we use the WAGO controller and DALI modules for lighting control, for example, in our new
production building,” says de Laat.
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phase. This enables a subdivision of the lighting
system based on zones. “The lighting is switched
off automatically when the rooms are not in use,”
explains de Laat. “This allows us to easily save
energy.”
The WAGO automation system not only encompasses the lighting control system, but also the
heat recovery system, the ventilation system, the
access control system, and the control system
for the sliding and rolling doors. “Once you’ve
come to know WAGO, you don’t look any further.
WAGO solutions are extremely user-friendly and
ready for immediate use. Simply plug it in – done.
What’s more, we can also rely on good technical
support with fast reaction times. And let’s not
forget the impressive selection of products from
WAGO,” states de Laat. The installation of different components in the new production building
went smoothly, and no faults or disturbances
were experienced during subsequent operations.
“Installation and connection are simple with
WAGO, and it’s possible to easily expand existing
systems at any time.”
TEXT ERIK RHEBERGEN, ROLAND VAN LOON | WAGO
PHOTO ERIK RHEBERGEN
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GREATER CONVENIENCE IN
CONFIGURATION AND MONITORING
The new JUMPFLEX® Temperature Signal Conditioners for RTD sensors,
potentiometers, resistors, and thermocouples also feature an additional relay
and digital output, along with the original analog output or RS-485 interface.
These temperature signal conditioners monitor, report, and display signal
statuses with up to two switching thresholds.
Configuration is performed via interface configuration software available at no cost, the JUMPFLEX®-ToGo smartphone app, or a removable
display. The display indicates process values and
allows intuitive, time-saving configuration. Input
and output responses can also be simulated. This
is useful during commissioning of new systems,
when the input circuit is not yet complete, but the
output behavior is ready for testing. Furthermore,
the configuration can be copied from device to
device, which saves time and money.
The JUMPFLEX® RTD/TC Temperature Signal
Conditioners’ highlights include:

At a Glance:
• Pocket-sized pluggable display for fast configuration and simulation of process values
• Additional digital signal output for configured
measurement range limits
• Simulation of input/output response for quick
start-up
• Direct termination of solid and ferruled conductors without the need for additional tools
thanks to Push-in CAGE CLAMP® connection
technology.

• Integrated relay, digital signal output, analog
output, and an RS-485 serial interface for a wide
range of applications
• Option for commoning the supply voltage,
since all other signal conditioners and
isolation amplifiers (857 and 2857 Series)
have the same profile
• Versatile labeling options using marking strips or WMB Multi marking system

Cold Storage: A Typical Application
Temperature signal conditioners are
common in refrigeration applications for
comprehensively monitoring temperatures
at various points in the room. If a deviation specified in the configuration is
exceeded, it is possible, for example, to
send a warning message to the control
center via the digital output, or to initiate a
specified response.
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The wide range of applications and fast commissioning are essential advantages of the temperature signal
conditioners from WAGO.
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Maximum Freedom
in Programming
Intelligent building automation within modern buildings provides perfect
harmony between lighting, room automation and PMC technology. With
WAGO devices and solutions, you can optimally link individual technologies and adapt to your clients’ needs. Come see our solutions at work by
visiting our Minden Campus or the Veltins Arena.
Knowing What’s Possible!

www.wago.com/global/building-technology
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